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 Under Canada’s constitution, nuclear energy policy lies within the 
jurisdiction of the federal government.
◦ Federal role mainly R&D and regulation of nuclear materials and activities

◦ The decision to invest in electricity generation rests with each province

 The Government of Canada places high priority on health, safety, 
national security and the environment along with the 
implementation of Canada’s international commitments on the 
peaceful use of nuclear energy. 

 The Government of Canada has established a comprehensive and 
robust regulatory regime implemented by Canada’s independent 
nuclear regulator: the CNSC 
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 Sets out the Government of Canada’s expectations and 
requirements in the development, management, and review of 
federal regulations

 Guiding principles
◦ Regulations protect and advance the public interest and support good 

government:

◦ The regulatory process is modern, open, and transparent:

◦ Regulatory decision-making is evidence-based

◦ Regulations support a fair and competitive economy
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➢ Canada’s nuclear industry is long-established and extends over many areas of the 
nuclear fuel cycle:

▪ Uranium mines, mills and fuel fabrication

▪ Nuclear power plants

▪ Nuclear research and education

▪ Nuclear substance processing

▪ Industrial and medical applications

▪ Transportation of nuclear substances

▪ Waste management facilities
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➢ Canada produced 15,457 tonnes U3O8 in 2017*

▪ 22% of world supply

➢ Major sources are mines in northern Saskatchewan

▪ McArthur River Mine (Cameco) 

▪ Rabbit Lake Mine/Mill (Cameco)

▪ Cigar Lake Mine (Cameco) 

▪ McClean Lake Mine/Mill (Orano) 

➢ Ore refining and fuel nuclear fuel fabrication

▪ No commercial-scale enrichment
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➢ 60 years of operating and regulatory 
experience with CANDU reactors 

➢ Nuclear energy provides 15% of 
Canada’s electricity, 60% of Ontario’s

➢ Three operating companies in Ontario 
and New Brunswick

➢ 19 reactor units operational at four 
sites
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➢ Canadian Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River Ontario

▪ Canada’s premier nuclear science and technology organization 

▪ NRU reactor shut down permanently on 31 March 2018

▪ Zero Energy Deuterium (ZED-2) reactor

➢ McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR) 

➢ Slowpoke (Safe LOW-POwer Kritical Experiment)

▪ Royal Military College

▪ Ecole Polytechnique Montreal

▪ Saskatchewan Research Council

▪ University of Alberta

➢ Canadian Light Source synchrotron University of Saskatchewan

➢ TRIUMF particle accelerators University of British Columbia 
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➢ Medical (470 licences)

▪ nuclear medicine, radiation therapy, veterinary nuclear medicine 

➢ Industrial (1,308 licences)

▪ portable gauge, fixed gauge, industrial radiography and oil well logging 

➢ Academic and research (208 licences)

▪ laboratory studies and consolidated uses of nuclear substances 

➢ Commercial (247 licences)

▪ Isotope production accelerators, processing of radiopharmaceuticals, distribution of 
nuclear substances and servicing and/or calibration of radiation devices and prescribed 
equipment
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 Waste management programs required at all CNSC-licensed 
facilities, including financial guarantees
◦ High, intermediate and low level waste arising from operation and 

decommissioning of nuclear facilities 

◦ Uranium mine tailings

◦ Historical wastes from past activities

 Annual reporting to the Commission on licensee performance

 National Waste Management Organisation 
◦ Funded by industry

◦ Mandated to select a site for high-level radioactive waste
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International instruments

Bilateral agreements

Laws 
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➢ Canada adheres to international agreements and standards 
for safety, security and safeguards

▪ An original signatory of the Convention on Nuclear Safety

➢ Participation in IAEA activities

▪ Peer reviews and expert missions

▪ IAEA standards committees and Board of Governors

▪ Presidency of 7th CNS review meeting

➢ OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
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➢ Canada is a party to many international agreements:

▪ Convention on Nuclear Safety

▪ Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and Radioactive Waste 
Management

▪ Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident

▪ Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency

▪ Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and 2016 amendment

▪ Code of conduct on the safety and security of radioactive sources 

▪ Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

▪ Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement between Canada and the IAEA and additional 
protocol

▪ Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage
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Canada has entered into a variety of bilateral agreements with other countries:

➢ Nuclear Cooperation Agreements (NCA)

▪ Canada's non-proliferation policy stipulates that Canadian-supplied nuclear material, 
equipment and technology may be transferred only to countries with which Canada has 
concluded a bilateral NCA

▪ Canada's NCAs contain a provision authorizing the CNSC as the appropriate government 
authority to establish arrangements to facilitate the effective implementation of an NCA

➢ Memoranda of understanding (MOU)

▪ Section 21 of the Nuclear Safety and Control Act empowers the CNSC to enter into 
arrangements with another government or international agency. These arrangements 
provide a non-legally binding framework for bilateral cooperation
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 Nuclear Safety and Control Act 
◦ Enabling legislation 

 Regulations 
◦ General legal requirements 

 Licences, licence condition handbooks, 
certificates 
◦ Facility and/or activity specific requirements 

 Regulatory documents 
◦ Include requirements and guidance 
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➢ Came into force on May 31, 2000 

➢ Established the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

▪ replaced the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) founded in 1946 

➢ Purposes of the NSCA

▪ “the limitation, to a reasonable level and in a manner that is 
consistent with Canada’s international obligations, of the risks to 
national security, the health and safety of persons and the 
environment that are associated with the development, production 
and use of nuclear energy and the production, possession and use of 
nuclear substances, prescribed equipment and prescribed 
information; and

▪ the implementation in Canada of measures to which Canada has 
agreed respecting international control of the development, 
production and use of nuclear energy including the non-proliferation 
of nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices”
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➢ Establishment of Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

➢ Membership, powers and procedures of the Commission

➢ Licences

➢ Records and reports

➢ Analysts and inspectors

➢ Designated officers

➢ Decisions and orders

➢ Regulations

➢ Exceptional Powers

➢ Offences and punishment including administrative monetary penalties

➢ General—financial administration and audits of accounts
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➢ In addition to the NSCA, other federal acts apply to nuclear facilities and activities in 
Canada

➢ Important pieces of legislation relate to:

▪ Environment

▪ Nuclear security

▪ Transportation

▪ Occupational health and safety

▪ Nuclear energy and substances

▪ Nuclear liability

➢ Laws in these areas are administered by other federal or provincial government 
departments with which the CNSC collaborates through MOUs
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 Natural Resources Canada

 Public Safety Canada

 Health Canada

 Transport Canada

 Environment and Climate Change Canada

 Global Affairs Canada
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➢ Canadian Environmental Protection Act

▪ Administered by Environment Canada

▪ Provides requirements for pollution prevention and the protection of the environment and 
human health

➢ Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012

▪ Administered by Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency

▪ A proposed project may need to undergo an environmental assessment and may require 
permits or licences under this act 

▪ The CNSC is designated as a Responsible Authority for nuclear projects

▪ Federal government has recently proposed legislation to significantly amend the 
environmental review process (Bill C69)
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➢ Integrates EA into regulatory process for nuclear projects

➢ Two statutory processes:

▪ Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA 2012)

 CNSC is “Responsible Authority” to determine whether a designated nuclear project is 
“likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects”

 if the answer is no, licensing under NSCA follows

▪ Nuclear Safety and Control Act (NSCA)

 CNSC regulates “to prevent unreasonable risk to the environment”

 if project is not designated under CEAA 2012, NSCA requires environmental assessment 
as part of licensing

➢ Passage of Bill C69 will change CNSC role!
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➢ Migratory Birds Convention Act

▪ Protects migratory birds from threats by proposed or existing projects.

➢ Species at Risk Act

➢ Fisheries Act 

▪ Administered by Fisheries and Oceans Canada

▪ Prevents Canada's fisheries resources from becoming threatened or polluted by proposed 
or existing projects.
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➢ Nuclear Terrorism Act

▪ Administered by Department of Justice

▪ The Nuclear Terrorism Act enhances the legal framework available to respond to the threat 
posed by acts of nuclear terrorism and fulfills international commitments Canada has 
made in the area of nuclear security
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➢ Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act

▪ Promotes public safety in the transportation of dangerous goods

➢ Navigation Protection Act

▪ Requirements for the protection of navigable waters

➢ Administered by Transport Canada
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➢ Canada Labour Code 

▪ Applies to all industries over which the Canadian federal government has jurisdiction –
including the nuclear industry

➢ Administered by Employment and Social Development Canada
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➢ Nuclear Fuel Waste Act

▪ Requires the establishment of the National Waste Management Organisation and provides 
a framework for the government to decide an approach for the management of nuclear 
fuel waste.
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➢ Came into force on January 1, 2017

➢ Administered by the Minister of Natural Resources with CNSC in an advisory role

➢ Implements the provisions of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation (CSC), 
permitting Canada to ratify the CSC

➢ Nuclear operators are absolutely and exclusively liable for nuclear damage up to $1B in 
2020

➢ Operators must carry financial security to address liability

➢ Form of financial security:

▪ operators to cover liability amount with insurance from approved insurer

▪ subject to Minister’s approval, operators permitted to cover up to 50 percent of their liability 
with other forms of financial security (s. 28 NLCA)

➢ Nuclear Liability and Compensation Regulations

➢ •designate nuclear installations and liability limits commensurate with risk
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